Limit order trading with a mean reverting reference price
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Abstract. Optimal control models for limit order trading often assume that the underlying asset price is a Brownian motion since they deal with relatively short time scales. The resulting optimal bid and ask limit order prices tend to track the underlying price as one might expect. This is indeed the case with the model of Avellaneda and Stoikov (2008), which has been studied extensively. We consider here this model under the condition when the underlying price is mean reverting. Our main result is that when time is far from the terminal, the optimal price for bid and ask limit orders is constant, which means that it does not track the underlying price. Numerical simulations confirm this behavior. When the underlying price is mean reverting, then for times sufficiently far from terminal, it is more advantageous to focus on the mean price and ignore fluctuations around it. Mean reversion suggests that limit orders will be executed with some regularity, and this is why they are optimal. We also explore intermediate time regimes where limit order prices are influenced by the inventory of outstanding orders. The duration of this intermediate regime depends on the liquidity of the market as measured by specific parameters in the model.
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1. Introduction. Limit orders play an essential role in today’s financial markets. How to optimally submit limit orders has therefore become an important research area. Limit order traders set the price of their orders, and the market determines how fast their orders are executed. Avellaneda and Stoikov proposed a stochastic control model [3] for a single limit order trader that optimizes an expected terminal utility of portfolio wealth. In this model, market orders are given by a Poisson flow with rate $A \exp(-\kappa \delta)$ where $\delta$ is the spread between the limit order price and the observed underlying reference price, while $A$ and $\kappa$ are two positive parameters that control the speed of execution, reflecting in this way the liquidity of the market. The assumption of a Poisson flow is based on two empirical facts presented and discussed in [25, 27, 40, 47, 51]. One is that in equity markets the distribution of the size of market orders is consistent with a power law, and the other is that the change in the depth of the limit order book caused by one market order is proportional to the logarithm of the size of that order. The Avellaneda-Stoikov model is formulated as a stochastic optimal control problem where the trader balances limit order prices and trading frequency to maximize the expected exponential terminal utility of wealth.

The approach of Avellaneda and Stoikov has been analyzed and extended in [15, 19, 29–31, 52]. In this paper, we use the same optimal control problem, but we are interested in longer time scales. On a short time scale, the reference price can be modeled by a Brownian motion as seems appropriate in high frequency trading. On a longer time scale corresponding to intermediate trading frequency, we may assume a mean reverting reference price modeled by an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process. Reviews of mean reverting behavior in equity markets
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and associated time scales are presented in [22, 34].

In this paper, we present a numerical study of the long-time limit of the optimal limit order prices in the Avellaneda and Stoikov model with an OU price process. In addition, we study analytically the equilibrium value function of the optimal control problem. Long time behavior of a limit order control problem is studied by Gueant, Lehalle, and Fernandez-Tapia [30]. They use the Avellaneda and Stoikov model but with a Brownian motion price process instead of a mean reverting one. They impose inventory limits which, after some transformations, reduce the problem to a finite-dimensional system of ordinary differential equations. They show that the optimal spreads converge to inventory-dependent limits when time is far away from terminal. Zhang [52] and Fodra and Labadie [19, 20] also study the Avellaneda and Stoikov model with an OU price process, although they do not consider the long time limit of the trader’s optimal strategy. Fodra and Labadie analyze the case where the reference price is away from its long term mean. The trader then anticipates and takes advantage of the tendency of the price to go back to the long term mean. In this paper we are interested in how the trader would behave if he/she expects that the reference price is likely to oscillate around its long term mean for a relatively long time. We are interested in the case in which the trading period consists of multiple mean reversion cycles of the reference price, while Fodra and Labadie [19] consider one or just a half of such a cycle.

Our main result is that the optimal limit order prices, instead of the optimal spreads, converge to limits that are independent of all the state variables in the model. This is shown numerically by two different computational methods. The limit value function is also studied analytically. In addition, we observe numerically that the speed at which the optimal limit order prices become insensitive to the reference price is different from that of the inventory levels: the former converges much faster. When the trading period is sufficiently long, we observe roughly three stages in the optimal trading strategy:

1. Far from the terminal time, the trader uses constant limit order prices to generate profit with little concern for risk aversion or leftover inventory.
2. At intermediate times, the trader maintains inventory levels by posting limit orders that depend on inventory levels.
3. Near the terminal time, the trading behavior is mostly determined by the exponential utility function.

We observe that in certain parameter regimes when time is away from terminal by several mean reversion cycles of the reference price, the trader updates limit order prices only according to the change of inventory levels. These changes become smaller as time moves backwards and are effectively zero when time is far away from the terminal time, in which case the trader posts constant limit order prices. Near the terminal time, the optimal limit order prices are affected by the long-term variance of the reference price and the exponential terminal utility function. We also observe that, with other parameters fixed, the optimal limit order prices converge to their long-term limits faster when the market has more liquidity, which in this model is controlled by parameters in the Poisson flow of orders.

We note that when the trader posts constant limit order prices, then wealth accumulates from the difference between the buy-sell limit order prices instead of from the difference between these prices and the reference price. This strategy is somewhat analogous to a pairs trading strategy, and when the trading period is long enough, it appears to beat the strategy of
tracking the reference price. However, by posting constant limit order prices, the trader gives
up the ability to control the trading rate, which is determined entirely by the fluctuations of
the reference price. As a result, the variance of the inventory is large, and this is not desirable
near the end of the trading period due to the terminal exponential utility. Therefore, before
getting close to the end of the trading period, the trader needs to keep track of the reference
price so as to control the trading flow and avoid a large leftover inventory.

By linearizing the exponential trading intensity, the Avellaneda and Stoikov model with
an OU reference price is reduced to a model that can be solved analytically. This is done in
Zhang [52] and also in Fodra and Labadie [19]. We compare our numerical solutions with the
approximation in Zhang [52] and find good agreement when time is not too far away from
terminal.

The structure of this paper is as follows: We first present the model in Section 2, then
introduce the numerical methods used in Section 3. The numerical methods are discussed in
detail in the appendix. In Section 4 and 5, we discuss our results for the long-time behavior of
the optimal limit order prices and compare them with what is expected analytically. We do
not have a full analytical treatment of the long-time behavior of the HJB equation at present.
However, in Section 6, we carry out an equilibrium analysis on the (time-independent) HJB
equation and compare the analytical results obtained with those of our long-time numerical
simulations. The result confirms the accuracy of our numerical methods.

2. Trading model.

2.1. Settings. We assume that the reference price $S_t$ of the risky asset follows an Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck (OU) process

$$dS_t = \alpha (\mu - S_t) \, dt + \sigma dB_t$$

where $\alpha$ is the mean-reverting rate, $\mu$ is the long-term mean, and $\sigma$ is the volatility. Note that
we are not considering any feedback effect of traders' behavior on the reference price here.

The portfolio of the limit trader consists of two parts: cash and the risky asset. We denote
the cash process by $X_t$ and the inventory process of the risky asset by $Q_t$. The process $Q_t$
can be expressed as the difference of ask and bid limit orders fulfilled up to time $t$, denoted by $Q^a_t$ and $Q^b_t$:

$$Q_t = Q^b_t - Q^a_t + q_0,$$

assuming that the trader only post limit orders and $q_0$ is the initial inventory. The portfolio
is self-financing, so

$$dX_t = p^a_t dQ^a_t - p^b_t dQ^b_t,$$

where $p^a_t$ and $p^b_t$ are the ask and bid limit prices respectively. Gathering (1), (2) and (3), the
dynamics of variables in our model are

$$\begin{cases}
  dQ_t = dQ^b_t - dQ^a_t \\
  dX_t = p^a_t dQ^a_t - p^b_t dQ^b_t \\
  dS_t = \alpha (\mu - S_t) \, dt + \sigma dB_t
\end{cases}$$
Note that $p_a^t$ and $p_b^t$ are the controls of the limit order trader, while the processes of the fulfilled limit orders $Q_a^t$ and $Q_b^t$ may be affected by those limit order prices as well as the reference price $S_t$.

Combining empirical results from econophysics in \cite{25,27,40,47,51}, Avellaneda and Stoikov proposed that the process of the fulfilled limit orders follows a doubly stochastic Poisson process with intensity $Ae^{-\kappa \delta_t}$, where $\delta_t$ is the spread of the limit order at time $t$, and $A$ and $\kappa$ are positive constants characterizing statistically the liquidity of the asset. Namely

\begin{equation}
\begin{cases}
Q_a^t \sim \text{Poi}\left(Ae^{-\kappa \delta_a^t}\right) \\
Q_b^t \sim \text{Poi}\left(Ae^{-\kappa \delta_b^t}\right)
\end{cases}
\end{equation}

where $\delta_b^t = S_t - p_b^t$ and $\delta_a^t = p_a^t - S_t$ are the spread of ask and bid limit orders posted at time $t$.

The trader aims to solve the optimal control problem

\begin{equation}
\sup_{\delta^a, \delta^b} E\left[-e^{-\gamma W_T}\right].
\end{equation}

where $W_t = X_t + Q_t S_t$ is the process of total wealth.

The parameters in our model are

\begin{equation}
\begin{cases}
A: \text{the magnitude of market order flow} \\
\kappa: \text{dictating the shape of order book} \\
\gamma: \text{risk-aversion factor} \\
\alpha: \text{the mean reverting rate of the reference price} \\
\sigma: \text{the volatility of the reference price} \\
T: \text{the length of the trading period}
\end{cases}
\end{equation}

2.2. Dynamic programming. Consider the value function

\begin{equation}
u(t, q, x, s) = \sup_{\delta^a, \delta^b} E\left(-e^{-\gamma W_T}|Q_t = q, X_t = x, S_t = s\right).
\end{equation}

The HJB equation for the optimal control problem specified in (4) (5) and (6) is

\begin{equation}
0 = u_t + \frac{\sigma^2}{2} u_{ss} + \alpha (\mu - s) u_s + \sup_{\delta^a, \delta^b} \left\{ \right.
\left. u(t, q - 1, x + s + \delta^a, s) - u(t, q, x, s) \right] Ae^{-\kappa \delta^a} + \\
\left. u(t, q + 1, x - s + \delta^b, s) - u(t, q, x, s) \right] Ae^{-\kappa \delta^b} \}
\end{equation}

with the terminal condition

\begin{equation}
u(T, q, x, s) = -e^{-\gamma (x + qs)}.
\end{equation}
Because of the special form of the terminal utility, namely the CARA\textsuperscript{1} utility, it is known from the studies in Zhang [52] and Gueant, Lehalle, and Fernandez-Tapia [30] that the ansatz
\[ u(t, q, x, s) = -e^{-\gamma(v(t, q) + v(t, q))} \]
can reduce (9) to
\[
0 = v_t - \frac{\sigma^2}{2} (\gamma v_s^2 - v_{ss}) + \alpha (\mu - s) v_s
\]
\[ + \frac{1}{\gamma} \sup_{\delta^a, \delta^b} \left[ \left( 1 - e^{-\gamma(s + \delta^a + v(t, q, s - 1) - v(t, s, q))} \right) Ae^{-\kappa \delta^a} \right.
\]
\[ + \left. \left( 1 - e^{-\gamma(-s + \delta^b + v(t, s, q) - v(t, s, q))} \right) Ae^{-\kappa \delta^b} \right] \tag{11} \]
with terminal condition
\[ v(T, q, s) = qs. \tag{12} \]

To find the optimal feedback control, we only need to maximize
\[
F^a (\delta^a) = \left( 1 - e^{-\gamma(s + \delta^a + v(t, s, q) - v(t, s, q))} \right) Ae^{-\kappa \delta^a} \tag{13}
\]
\[
F^b (\delta^b) = \left( 1 - e^{-\gamma(-s + \delta^b + v(t, s, q) - v(t, s, q))} \right) Ae^{-\kappa \delta^b}
\]
separately. Both \( F^a \) and \( F^b \) have a unique global maximum which yields the optimal feedback spreads
\[
\delta^a^* (t, q, s) = \frac{1}{\gamma} \log \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma}{K} \right) - s - v(t, q - 1, s) + v(t, q, s), \tag{14}
\]
\[
\delta^b^* (t, q, s) = \frac{1}{\gamma} \log \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma}{K} \right) + s - v(t, q + 1, s) + v(t, q, s).
\]

Therefore the problem is reduced to solving the HJB equation
\[
0 = v_t - \frac{\sigma^2}{2} (\gamma v_s^2 - v_{ss}) + \alpha (\mu - s) v_s
\]
\[ + \frac{1}{\gamma} \left[ \left( 1 - e^{-\gamma(s + \delta^a^* + v(t, s, q - 1) - v(t, s, q))} \right) Ae^{-\kappa \delta^a^*} \right.
\]
\[ + \left. \left( 1 - e^{-\gamma(-s + \delta^b^* + v(t, s, q) - v(t, s, q))} \right) Ae^{-\kappa \delta^b^*} \right] \tag{15} \]
with the terminal condition in (12) and the optimal controls in (14).

We make a change of time \( \tau := T - t \) in (15), and define \( \tilde{v} (\tau, q, s) = v(T - t, q, s) \). We abuse the notation by still using \( v \) instead of \( \tilde{v} \). Plugging the optimal controls to (14), we have
\[
v_{\tau} = \frac{\sigma^2}{2} (v_{ss} - \gamma v_s^2) + \alpha (\mu - s) v_s + \frac{A}{\kappa + \gamma} \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma}{K} \right)^{-\frac{\tau}{\gamma}} \left( e^{-\kappa(s - v(\tau, q - 1, s) + v(\tau, q, s))} + e^{-\kappa(s - v(\tau, q + 1, s) + v(\tau, q, s))} \right) \tag{16}\]

\textsuperscript{1}constant absolute risk aversion
with the initial condition

\[ v(0, q, s) = qs. \]

Note that (16) is highly nonlinear because of the appearance of value function \( v \) in the exponent. Moreover, this equation involves both continuous variables, \( t \) and \( s \), and a discrete variable \( q \). There is no available theory on its well-posedness. On the other hand, for the case \( \alpha = 0 \), this equation can be transformed to an ODE system, which, under the assumption of finite inventory limits, is finite-dimensional and can be solved explicitly. See Zhang [52] or Gueant, Lehalle and Fernandez-Tapia [30] for detail.

2.3. Scaling. We will consider two scalings for our model: one on time and another one on price.

2.3.1. Time scaling. Consider a scaled time

\[ \tilde{t} = \frac{t}{K} \]

which would be dimensionless if the dimension of \( K \) is the one of time. In particular, we choose \( K = \frac{1}{\alpha} \), in which case the dimensionless \( \tilde{t} \) represents the number of mean reversion cycles of the reference price. That is, we set

\[ \tilde{t} = \alpha t \iff t = \frac{\tilde{t}}{\alpha} \]

Let \( (Q_t, X_t, S_t, \delta^a_t, \delta^b_t) \) denote a solution of the stochastic control problem (4) and (6). Define

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{Q}_t &= Q_t = Q_{\frac{t}{\alpha}} \\
\tilde{X}_t &= X_t = X_{\frac{t}{\alpha}} \\
\tilde{S}_t &= S_t = S_{\frac{t}{\alpha}} \\
\tilde{\delta}^a_t &= \delta^a_t = \delta^a_{\frac{t}{\alpha}} \\
\tilde{\delta}^b_t &= \delta^b_t = \delta^b_{\frac{t}{\alpha}}
\end{align*}
\]

which satisfy

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{Q}^b_t &\sim \text{Poi} \left( \frac{A}{\alpha} e^{-\kappa \tilde{\delta}^b_t} \right) \\
\tilde{Q}^a_t &\sim \text{Poi} \left( \frac{A}{\alpha} e^{-\kappa \tilde{\delta}^a_t} \right) \\
d\tilde{Q}_t &= d\tilde{Q}^b_t - d\tilde{Q}^a_t \\
d\tilde{X}_t &= \left( \tilde{\delta}^a_t + \tilde{S}_t \right) \tilde{Q}^a_t - \left( \tilde{S}_t - \tilde{\delta}^b_t \right) \tilde{Q}^b_t \\
d\tilde{S}_t &= \left( \mu - \tilde{S}_t \right) dt + \frac{\sigma}{\sqrt{\alpha}} dB_t \\
\sup_{\tilde{\delta}^a, \tilde{\delta}^b} E \left[ -e^{-\gamma (\tilde{X}_{\alpha T} + \tilde{Q}_{\alpha T} \tilde{S}_{\alpha T})} \right]
\end{align*}
\]
We will use the new variables in (20) and the following new parameters
\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{A} &= \frac{A}{\alpha} \\
\tilde{\alpha} &= 1 \\
\tilde{\sigma} &= \frac{\sigma}{\sqrt{\alpha}} \\
\tilde{T} &= \alpha T
\end{align*}
\]
while abusing the notation by dropping all the tildes. The resulting system is almost identical to the one in (4), (5), and (6) except that we drop the parameter \(\alpha\) since it is always equal to one after time-scaling.

With the new set of parameters after scaling, equation (16) together with the initial condition becomes
\[
\begin{align*}
0 &= v_t + \frac{\gamma^2}{2} \left( \gamma v_s^2 - v_{ss} \right) - (\mu - s) v_s \\
&\quad - \frac{A}{\kappa + \gamma} \left( 1 + \frac{2}{\kappa} \right) ^{-\frac{2}{\kappa}} \left( e^{-\kappa(s-v(t,q-1,s)+v(t,q,s))} + e^{-\kappa(s-v(t,q+1,s)+v(t,q,s))} \right) \\
v(0, q, s) &= qs
\end{align*}
\]

Note that, in general a time-scaling with scaling factor \(K\) would transform the control problem with parameter \(A, \alpha, \sigma\) and \(T\) to the one with parameters \(KA, K\alpha, \sqrt{K}\sigma\), and \(T/K\).

2.3.2. Price scaling. Now we consider a scaling on all the price-related quantities to make them dimensionless. Note that the dimension of parameter \(\gamma\) is the reciprocal of that of price, so \(\gamma S_t\) is dimensionless, and so are \(\gamma X_t, \gamma \delta_t^a\) and \(\gamma \delta_t^b\). Define
\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{X}_t &= \gamma X_t \\
\tilde{S}_t &= \gamma S_t \\
\tilde{\delta}_t^a &= \gamma \delta_t^a \\
\tilde{\delta}_t^b &= \gamma \delta_t^b
\end{align*}
\]
which satisfy
\[
\begin{align*}
dQ_t^b = dQ_t^b - dQ_t^a \\
d\tilde{X}_t &= \left( \tilde{S}_t + \tilde{\delta}_t^a \right) dQ_t^a - \left( \tilde{S}_t - \tilde{\delta}_t^b \right) dQ_t^b \\
d\tilde{S}_t &= \left( \gamma \mu - \tilde{S}_t \right) dt + \gamma \sigma dB_t \\
Q_t^a \sim \text{Poi} \left( A e^{-\frac{\gamma}{2} \tilde{\delta}_t^b} \right) \\
Q_t^b \sim \text{Poi} \left( A e^{-\frac{\gamma}{2} \tilde{\delta}_t^a} \right) \\
\sup_{\tilde{\delta}_t^a, \tilde{\delta}_t^b} E \left[ -e^{-(\tilde{X}_T + \tilde{S}_T) Q_T} \right].
\end{align*}
\]

Now we define a new set of parameters
\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{\mu} &= \gamma \mu, \\
\tilde{\sigma} &= \gamma \sigma, \\
\tilde{\kappa} &= \frac{\kappa}{\gamma}
\end{align*}
\]
Once again, we use the new variables and parameters but drop all the tildes. This leads to the following system:

\[
\begin{align*}
    dQ_t &= dQ_t^b - dQ_t^a \\
    dX_t &= (S_t + \delta_t^a) dQ_t^a - (S_t - \delta_t^b) dQ_t^b \\
    dS_t &= (\mu - S_t) dt + \sigma dB_t \\
    Q_t^b &\sim \text{Poi} \left( Ae^{-\kappa \delta_t^b} \right) \\
    Q_t^a &\sim \text{Poi} \left( Ae^{-\kappa \delta_t^a} \right) \\
    \sup_{\delta^a, \delta^b} E \left[ -e^{-(X_T + S_T Q_T)} \right].
\end{align*}
\]

In the new system, all the price-related quantities are dimensionless as they are measured relative to the magnitude of trader’s risk aversion. Here we drop another variable $\gamma$, for the fact that it is always equal to one after price-scaling. Repeating all the steps in section 2.2, we have the HJB equation

\[
\begin{align*}
    0 &= v_{\tau} + \frac{\sigma^2}{2} (v_s^2 - v_{ss}) - (\mu - s) v_s \\
    &\quad - \frac{4}{\kappa + 1} \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right)^{-\kappa} \left( e^{-\kappa (s - v(t,q-1,s) + v(t,q,s))} + e^{-\kappa (s - v(t,q+1,s) + v(t,q,s))} \right) \\
    v(0, q, s) &= qs
\end{align*}
\]

for $v(t, q, s)$ satisfying $e^{-(x + v)} = \sup_{\delta^a, \delta^b} E \left( e^{-(X_T + S_T Q_T)} \big| X_t = x, S_t = s, Q_t = q \right)$. The optimal feedback controls are given by

\[
\begin{align*}
    \delta^a(t, q, s) &= \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right) - s - v(t, q - 1, s) + v(t, q, s) \\
    \delta^b(t, q, s) &= \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right) + s - v(t, q + 1, s) + v(t, q, s)
\end{align*}
\]

From now on, we will only consider the model in (27), the HJB equation in (28), and optimal feedback controls in (29). However, when showing our numerical simulation results, we would use the prices before the price-scaling, which are directly observable from the market, instead of the dimensionless ones after the scaling. For the parameters used in the numerical simulations, we may also choose the ones before the price-scaling, since they are easier to reason and are practically easier to calibrate to market data.

We point out that

1. After the price-scaling, the price-related quantities $S_t, X_t, \delta_t^a, \delta_t^b, \mu$ and $\sigma$ in (27) are not observable as in (4) and (5). Instead, they are dimensionless and measured in the scale of the trader’s risk aversion level.
2. The function $v$ and variable $s$ in (28) and (29) are actually $\gamma v$ and $\gamma s$ in terms of $\gamma$, $v$, and $s$ before the price-scaling.
3. The optimal controls in (29) are the ones in (14) scaled by $\gamma$. 


4. After both time and price scaling, we are using the following new set of parameters but abusing the notation by dropping all the tildes.

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{A} & = \frac{A}{\alpha} \\
\tilde{\alpha} & = 1 \quad \text{(It would be omitted in the new system.)} \\
\tilde{\sigma} & = \gamma \sqrt{\alpha} \\
\tilde{\mu} & = \gamma \mu, \\
\tilde{\kappa} & = \frac{\kappa}{\gamma} \\
\tilde{\gamma} & = 1 \quad \text{(It would also be omitted in the new system.)} \\
\tilde{T} & = \alpha T
\end{align*}
\]

(30)

where the parameters on the right hand side of equations are from (7), namely the ones in the original setting without any scaling.

In the subsequent sections, when discussing how the parameters would affect the model, we will be referring to the new parameters after the scaling instead of those in (7). Note that even though we dropped two parameters, namely $\alpha$ and $\gamma$, we have not lost any generality after those two scalings. For a model in (4), (5), and (6) with an arbitrary group of parameters, we can solve a model in (27) with scaled parameters constructed in (30), then convert it to a solution of the original model before scalings.

3. Numerical methods. We briefly discuss two numerical methods that we will use to solve the optimal stochastic control problem described in section 2, particularly equation (28), and produce all the results discussed in the subsequent sections.

The first method is a fully-implicit finite difference scheme. This method has advantages of being relatively simple to implement and numerically stable. However, it can be slow due to the iteration required at each time steps. See Appendix A for the detail on the discretization and iteration step.

Secondly, we implement what is called a split-step scheme which performs the numerics separately between the linear and nonlinear part of the equation. We briefly describe the method here and provide more detail in Appendix A.

We consider the following transformation of the value function $v$ in (28)

\[\tilde{v} = e^{-v}\]

which satisfies

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{v}_t & = (\mu - s) \tilde{v}_s + \frac{\sigma^2}{2} \tilde{v}_{ss} - \frac{A}{\kappa + 1} \left( Ae^{-\kappa \delta a} + Ae^{-\kappa \delta b} \right) \tilde{v} \\
\tilde{v}(0, q, s) & = e^{-qs}
\end{align*}
\]

(32)

where

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta a^* (\tau, q, s) & = -s + \left[ \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right) + \log \tilde{v} (\tau, q - 1, s) - \log \tilde{v} (\tau, q, s) \right] \\
\delta b^* (\tau, q, s) & = s + \left[ \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right) + \log \tilde{v} (\tau, q + 1, s) - \log \tilde{v} (\tau, q, s) \right]
\end{align*}
\]

(33)
We split the PDE in (32) to two PDEs:

\[(34) \quad \tilde{v}_\tau = (\mu - s) \tilde{v}_s + \frac{\sigma^2}{2} \tilde{v}_{ss}\]

and

\[(35) \quad \tilde{v}_\tau = -\frac{A}{\kappa + 1} \left(A e^{-\kappa \delta^{as}} + Ae^{-\kappa \delta^{bs}}\right) \tilde{v}\]

Here equation (34) can be solved via the Feymann-Kac formula, and equation (35) can be solved exactly using the method in Zhang [52] if we impose finite inventory limits for our problem, in which case the transformation

\[(36) \quad w(t, s, q) = e^{-\kappa s q} \tilde{v}\]

reduces (35) to a finite-dimensional ODE system that can be solved using a matrix exponential of a tri-diagonal matrix. Combining those two steps, we have devised a split-step scheme to solve (32). Again, see Appendix A for detail.

The feedback optimal limit prices produced by these two methods match very well if we discretize the time space and reference-price space properly. Compared to the finite difference method, the split-step method is much faster since there is no iteration involved. Moreover, the split-step used the Feymann-Kac formula dealing with the mean reversion feature in the model, which is fully implicit, stable and suitable for observing the long time behavior. However, because of (31), the function \(\tilde{v}\) may face an underflow/overflow issue when the absolute value of function \(v\) is large, which would be the case if we allow large \(s\) or \(q\) in our computation or use fairly large parameters. Therefore, compared to the split-step method, the finite difference method can be applied to a wider range of parameters.

4. Long time behavior. Studying standard Avellaneda-Stoikov model, Gueant, Lehalle, and Fernandez-Tapia [30] observed a long-term stationary behavior of the optimal spreads \(\delta^{as}\) and \(\delta^{bs}\):

\[(37) \quad \lim_{T-t \to \infty} \delta^{as}(t, q) = \delta^{as}_\infty(q) \]

\[(37) \quad \lim_{T-t \to \infty} \delta^{bs}(t, q) = \delta^{bs}_\infty(q) \]

See the appendix for a brief summary.

In our model, we observe a long-time behavior of the optimal limit order prices \(p^{as}_{t} = S_t + \delta^{as}_t\) and \(p^{bs}_{t} = S_t - \delta^{bs}_t\) instead of that of the optimal spreads \(\delta^{as}_t\) and \(\delta^{bs}_t\).

Our numerical simulations presented in section 5 indicate that the optimal feedback limit order prices given by

\[(38) \quad p^{as}(\tau, q, s) = \log \left(1 + \frac{1}{\kappa}\right) - \nu(\tau, q - 1, s) + \nu(\tau, q, s)\]

\[(38) \quad p^{bs}(\tau, q, s) = -\log \left(1 + \frac{1}{\kappa}\right) + \nu(\tau, q + 1, s) - \nu(\tau, q, s)\]
converge to constants

\[ p^a_\infty = \mu + \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right) \]
\[ p^b_\infty = \mu - \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right) \]

when \( \tau \to \infty \). Equivalently,

\[ \lim_{\tau \to \infty} v(\tau, q, s) - v(\tau, q - 1, s) = \mu. \]

Note that the limits in (39) do not depend on either \( q \) or \( s \), while those in (37) do depend on \( q \). Moreover, Equation (37) considers limits of optimal spreads instead of those of optimal limit order prices. If we consider the limit of optimal limit prices in the standard Avellaneda-Stoikov model with finite inventory constraint, then it would be

\[ p^a_\infty(s, q) = s + \delta^a_\infty(q) \]
\[ p^b_\infty(s, q) = s - \delta^b_\infty(q) \]

using notations in (37). Comparing (39) and (41), we see that, for our model with a mean-reverting reference price, the asymptotic optimal strategy is to use constant limit order prices ignoring both the inventory and the reference price, while in a model with a Brownian motion, the optimal strategy is to track the reference price with spreads depending only on the inventory.

We have not yet developed an analytical proof of the convergence in (40) as this is work in progress. Note that \( v(0, q, s) = qs \), so \( v \) can be intuitively viewed as the value of the asset held by the trader at time \( T - \tau \). The limiting property in (40) suggests that, in the long run, the value of each share of asset is just \( \mu \), the long term mean of the reference price. Moreover, the convergence suggests that when we are sufficiently far away from the terminal time, it is better to post constant limit prices than to track the reference price closely. One heuristic explanation is that the trading period is so long compared to the mean reversion time that plenty of rebalancing is guaranteed. Therefore, as long as the trader can gain the premium from rebalancing by using the constant limit ask and bid prices, he/she does not need to track the reference price.

In the rest of this section, we discuss three closely related models that can be solved analytically and compare the limit of the optimal limit prices in those models with the ones in (39). We also show, in the last subsection, that the strategy of posting constant prices in our model is loosely analogous to the pairs trading strategy.

### 4.1. Model with constant reference price.

In our case, the final limit of the optimal prices does not depend on the long-term standard deviation of the reference price. Instead, it uses the spread \( \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right) \) relative to the long-term mean of the reference price. It turns out
that this spread is closely related to the following model with a constant reference price:

\[
\begin{cases}
Q^b_t \sim \text{Poi} \left( A e^{-\kappa \delta^b_t} \right) \\
Q^a_t \sim \text{Poi} \left( A e^{-\kappa \delta^a_t} \right) \\
dQ^a_t = dQ^b_t - dQ^a_t \\
x_t = (\delta^a_t + S_t) dQ^a_t - (S_t - \delta^b_t) dQ^b_t \\
S_t \equiv \mu \\
Q_0 = q_0, \quad X_0 = x_0 \\
\sup_{\delta^a, \delta^b} E \left[ -e^{-(X_T + Q_T \mu)} \right].
\end{cases}
\] (42)

The HJB equation for this optimal control problem is

\[
0 = u_t(t, x, q) + \sup_{\delta^b} A e^{-\kappa \delta^b} \left[ u \left( t, x - \left( \mu - \delta^b \right), q + 1 \right) - u \left( t, x, q \right) \right] \\
+ \sup_{\delta^a} A e^{-\kappa \delta^a} \left[ u \left( t, x + \left( \mu + \delta^a \right), q - 1 \right) - u \left( t, x, q \right) \right]
\] (43)

with the terminal condition \( u(T, x, q) = -e^{-(x + \mu q)} \). Considering the ansatz \( u(t, x, q) = -e^{-x} v(t, q) \), then \( v \) satisfies

\[
v_t - \frac{A}{\kappa + 1} \left( e^{-\kappa \delta^b} + e^{-\kappa \delta^a} \right) v = 0, \quad v(T, q) = e^{-\mu q}
\] (44)

with the optimal controls given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta^b(t, q) &= \mu + \left[ \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right) + \log v(t, q + 1) - \log v(t, q) \right] \\
\delta^a(t, q) &= -\mu + \left[ \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right) + \log v(t, q - 1) - \log v(t, q) \right],
\end{align*}
\] (45)

It is easy to check that

\[
v(t, q) = e^{-\mu q} e^{-M(T-t)}
\] (46)

where

\[
M = \frac{2A}{\kappa + 1} \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right)^{-\kappa}
\] (47)

gives a solution to (44). Plugging (46) into (45), we can see that the constants in (39) are the exact optimal limit prices, and that \( \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right) \) is the exact optimal spread in this degenerate case.
4.2. Analysis of small $\kappa$. Both Fodra and Labadie [19] and Zhang [52] considered approximations of (28) with linearization. We briefly state Zhang’s results here.

After a linearization of the exponential terms,

\[ e^{-\kappa \delta^{as}} \rightarrow 1 - \kappa \delta^{as}, \quad e^{-\kappa \delta^{bs}} \rightarrow 1 - \kappa \delta^{bs}, \]

Zhang derived the following equation from (28).

\[ 0 = v_{\tau} + \frac{\sigma^2}{2} (v_s^2 - v_{ss}) - (\mu - s) v_s - \frac{A}{\kappa + 1} [(1 - \kappa \delta^{as}) + (1 - \kappa \delta^{bs})] \]

where $\delta^{as}$ and $\delta^{bs}$ are given in (29), which we repeat here for reference.

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta^{as} (t, q, s) &= \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right) - s - v (t, q - 1, s) + v (t, q, s) \\
\delta^{bs} (t, q, s) &= \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right) + s - v (t, q + 1, s) + v (t, q, s).
\end{align*}
\]

The solution of the linearized PDE can be decomposed as

\[ v (\tau, s, q) = \zeta (\tau, q) + s \phi (\tau, q), \]

where

\[
\begin{align*}
\zeta (\tau, q) &= \zeta_0 (\tau) + \zeta_1 (\tau) \cdot q - \frac{1}{2} \zeta_2 (\tau) \cdot q^2 \\
\phi (\tau, q) &= e^{-\tau} \cdot q
\end{align*}
\]

with

\[
\begin{align*}
\zeta_0 (\tau) &= \frac{2A}{(\kappa + 1)} \left( \frac{1}{\kappa} - \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right) \right) \tau - \frac{\sigma^2 A}{2(\kappa + 1)} \cdot (e^{-2\tau} - 1 + 2\tau) \\
\zeta_1 (\tau) &= \mu (1 - e^{-\tau}) \\
\zeta_2 (\tau) &= \sigma^2 \cdot \frac{1 - e^{-2\tau}}{2}.
\end{align*}
\]

So the optimal feedback spreads are given by

\[ \delta^{as} (\tau, q, s) = \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right) - s + \zeta_1 (\tau) - \frac{1}{2} \zeta_2 (\tau) (2q - 1) + se^{-\tau} \]

\[ \delta^{bs} (\tau, q, s) = \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right) + s - \zeta_1 (\tau) + \frac{1}{2} \zeta_2 (\tau) (2q + 1) - se^{-\tau} \]

and, in turn, the optimal feedback prices are given by

\[ p^{as} (\tau, q, s) = \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right) + \zeta_1 (\tau) - \frac{1}{2} \zeta_2 (\tau) (2q - 1) + se^{-\tau} \]

\[ p^{bs} (\tau, q, s) = - \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right) + \zeta_1 (\tau) - \frac{1}{2} \zeta_2 (\tau) (2q + 1) + se^{-\tau}. \]
We can see that the value function $v$ becomes independent from $s$ exponentially fast

$$v(\tau, s, q) - C_0 \tau \longrightarrow \theta_1 + \mu \cdot q - \frac{\sigma^2}{4} q^2, \quad \tau \longrightarrow \infty,$$

where

$$C_0 = \frac{2\kappa A}{(\kappa + 1)} \left( \frac{1}{\kappa} - \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right) \right) - \frac{\sigma^2 \kappa A}{(\kappa + 1)},$$

$$\theta_1 = \frac{\sigma^2 \kappa A}{(\kappa + 1)}.$$

The optimal prices converge to the following limits.

$$p^a_\infty (q) = \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right) + \mu - \frac{\sigma^2}{4} (2q - 1)$$

$$p^b_\infty (q) = -\log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right) + \mu - \frac{\sigma^2}{4} (2q + 1),$$

where the slope with respect to $q$ relies only on the scaled $\sigma$. In order for the linearization in (48) to work well, the terms $\kappa \delta^a$ and $\kappa \delta^b$ are required to be small. According to (57), the terms $\delta^a$ and $\delta^b$ will be linear with respect to $q$ when time is far away from terminal, so at least in this time regime, Zhang’s small $\kappa$ analysis is only valid for sufficiently small $q$.

We compare the optimal feedback ask limit prices computed by our numerical methods to those in the limit of Zhang’s approximation in Figure 1. We plot the feedback ask limit prices as functions of inventory $q$ as they have already become insensitive to the reference price $s$. Translation is applied on those feedback optimal prices to make them comparable. If we focus on a single model, with small $\kappa$ or medium $\kappa$, we can see that soon after (backwards in time) the ask prices become insensitive to the reference price, the optimal prices (the blue dots for medium $\kappa$ and the red ones for small $\kappa$) are close to the limit of the optimal prices in Zhang’s approximation (the black line). On the other hand, after a long time (again backwards in time), the optimal prices (the green dots for medium $\kappa$ and the yellow line for small $\kappa$) become much less sensitive to the inventory $q$ as well and very different from the result in Zhang’s approximation. When comparing prices from models with different parameters, we see that even though eventually all those feedback prices would become “flat,” it takes much longer for the feedback prices corresponding to small $\kappa$ to become insensitive to $q$ than for those corresponding to medium $\kappa$. The reason that Zhang’s small $\kappa$ approximation works well even for medium $\kappa$ near the terminal time is that we use small $\sigma$ in this case, which results in the optimal spreads $\delta^a$ and $\delta^b$ being relatively small.

4.3. Model with linear utility. When time is far away from the terminal time, the trader has little pressure from risk aversion rooted in the terminal exponential utility, so we expect the trading pattern in such a scenario to be similar to the one in the model with linear utility

$$E (X_T + Q_T S_T),$$

\(^2\)The shared parameters are $A = 10$ and $\sigma = 0.02$. We considered one model with medium $\kappa$ ($\kappa = 6$) and another one with small $\kappa$ ($\kappa = 1$).
We plot optimal ask limit order prices at different times from the model with small $\kappa$ ($\kappa = 1$) and the model with medium $\kappa$ ($\kappa = 6$). The black line is the ask price in Zhang’s small $\kappa$ analysis for comparison. The prices here are observable prices in the market before the price-scaling described in section 2.3 instead of dimensionless prices after the price-scaling. To make the prices from different models comparable, we subtract the optimal feedback ask price at $q = 0$ from each feedback ask price function. Note that after this normalization, the limit of Zhang’s small $\kappa$ approximation from two models coincides with each other.

When time is sufficiently far away from the terminal time, the optimal ask limit order prices from both models become significantly different from the limit in Zhang’s small $\kappa$ analysis and converge a constant. Moreover, the limit order price in the model with small $\kappa$ tends to a constant more slowly than the one in the model with medium $\kappa$. 

Figure 1.
which can be viewed as a degenerate case of the model with the exponential utility when $\gamma \to 0$.

In [19], Fodra and Labadie have considered this case and have obtained the analytical solution for the optimal prices:

$$\hat{p}^a(t, s) = \frac{1}{\kappa} + E_{t,s}(S_T), \quad \hat{p}^b(t, s) = -\frac{1}{\kappa} + E_{t,s}(S_T),$$

where for the OU process

$$E_{t,s}(S_T) = s \cdot e^{-(T-t)} + \mu \cdot \left(1 - e^{-(T-t)}\right) \to \mu \quad (T-t \to \infty)$$

Thus, in the linear utility model, the optimal feedback limit order prices would converge exponentially fast to

$$\hat{p}^a_\infty = \mu + \frac{1}{\kappa}, \quad \hat{p}^b_\infty = \mu - \frac{1}{\kappa}$$

Recall that the limits of the dimensionless optimal feedback prices in our model with exponential utility are

$$\hat{p}^{a\infty} = \mu + \log \left(1 + \frac{1}{\kappa}\right); \quad \hat{p}^{b\infty} = \mu - \log \left(1 + \frac{1}{\kappa}\right).$$

If we do not do price-scaling, namely we do not scale every price-related quantity by $\gamma$, then the limit of the optimal prices, which are dimensional in this case, are

$$\hat{p}^{a\infty} = \mu + \frac{1}{\gamma} \log \left(1 + \frac{1}{\kappa}\right), \quad \hat{p}^{b\infty} = \mu - \frac{1}{\gamma} \log \left(1 + \frac{1}{\kappa}\right)$$

Note that $\frac{1}{\kappa}$ in (61) is just the limit of $\frac{1}{\gamma} \log \left(1 + \frac{\gamma}{\kappa}\right)$ in (63) when the risk aversion parameter $\gamma \to 0$, so the limits derived from those two models are consistent.

In the linear utility case, the constant strategy is almost optimal when $T-t$ becomes greater than several mean reversion cycles of the reference price. Since the linear utility is a degenerate case of the exponential utility, it is not surprising that in the exponential utility case, the strategy with constant limit prices also becomes optimal when $T-t$ is large.

4.4. Analogy to pairs trading. The limiting constant price strategy in our model is analogous to pairs trading, a popular strategy in quantitative trading. See [38] for a review.

In pairs trading, a trader opens a long-short position when the relative price, namely the difference between the target pair of assets, deviates from or gets close to its long term mean. More specifically, the trader will set constant levels for relative price at $\hat{\mu} \pm \hat{\sigma}$ for building up his/her position and the ones at $\hat{\mu} \pm m\hat{\sigma}$ for clearing the position, where $\hat{\mu}$ and $\hat{\sigma}$ are the long term mean and standard deviation of the relative price and $M > m$. In other words, in pairs trading, the trader trades at “constant” levels when considering the mean-reverting relative price.

One difference between our model and pairs trading is that the trader in pairs trading submits market orders, not limit orders. Limit order traders have less control over the inventory if they set their limit prices as constants, which could be an issue especially when we take risk aversion into account. So it is reasonable for limit order traders to update their limit order prices according to their inventory as time approaches the terminal one.
5. Numerical results. We apply the numerical methods described in Section 3 to solve the HJB equation (28) for the value function and optimal controls in our model.

5.1. Evolution of optimal feedback limit order prices. We are interested in how the optimal feedback controls in our model, namely the optimal limit order prices, evolve as a function of the inventory and reference price. As stated in section 4, we observe that the optimal prices converge to constants in (39) when time is away from terminal. In addition, as shown in Figure 2, we observe that the optimal limit order prices become insensitive to the reference price much faster than to the inventory. So between the near-terminal-time regime, where the trader would track the reference price closely, and the away-from-terminal-time regime, where the optimal limit order prices are effectively constants, there is an “intermediate” time regime where the optimal limit order prices only respond to the change of inventory.

For a model with unscaled parameters $A = 10$, $\sigma = 0.05$, $\gamma = 0.005$, $\kappa = 5.0$, $\mu = 1$ and $\alpha = 1$, Figure 2 shows the optimal feedback ask prices at

1. the terminal time,
2. 1 mean reversion cycle of the reference price from the terminal time,
3. 4 mean reversion cycles from the terminal time
4. 800 mean reversion cycles from the terminal time.

Instead of making a 3D plot for the optimal ask price as a function of both the reference price and the inventory, we plot the optimal ask price as a function of only the reference price while each curve in the plot corresponds to a value of the inventory$^3$.

In the third plot, the optimal prices have become insensitive to the reference price. However, it takes 800 mean reversion cycles to observe the same phenomenon occurs to the inventory, as shown in the bottom plot in Figure 2. This indicates that, with the inventory fixed, the optimal feedback prices are approaching the limits in the equation (39) very slowly.

Note that such difference in the convergence rate occurs across all the numerical experiments we have done with various groups of parameters. In practice, given limited life-time for the mean reversion feature of the asset price, we might only see the insensitivity of optimal limit prices to the reference price, but not to the inventory. Therefore, for a large portion of a trading period, the trader would post limit orders with prices only affected by the change of his own inventory ignoring the fluctuation of the reference price. We call such time regime “intermediate regime” and it can be observed in the simulation results in Section 5.2.

5.2. Simulation results. We show some simulation results of our trading models in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The unscaled parameters used in Figure 3 are $A = 2$, $\sigma = 0.4$, $\gamma = 2$, $\kappa = 1.5$, $\mu = 1$ and $\alpha = 1$; the ones used in Figure 4 are the same except that $A = 6$. We choose those parameters so that the intermediate regime can be observed more clearly. For instance, we choose a large $\gamma$ so that a jump of the optimal prices due to a change in inventory is evident.

Figure 3 shows a simulation result for 10 mean reversion cycles of reference price. Between time 0 and 8, the trading is in the intermediate regime in the sense that the optimal limit order prices will remain almost constant when no limit order is taken and will jump when the inventory changes. Note that the intermediate regime corresponds to the third plot from

$^3$The values for inventory are $\{-750, -600, -450, \cdots, 600, 750\}$.
top in Figure 2, and the jump size here is related to the size of the margin between each flat line in that plot. As shown in the bottom plot in Figure 2, such a margin would go to 0 when time is sufficiently far away from terminal, which means the optimal limit order prices would eventually become constants and the model moves from the intermediate regime to the far-away-from-terminal regime. However it takes much longer to reach that regime and, thus, it is not shown in Figure 3.

In Figure 4, the model has the same parameters except that $A$ is greater. Recall that $A$ represents the volume of incoming market orders. So with greater $A$, more limit orders would be taken. This is evident when comparing the middle plots in Figure 3 and Figure 4. In the top plot of Figure 4, it seems that the optimal prices are tracking the reference price. However a closer look shows that the pattern in this plot is essentially the same as the pattern in the top plot of Figure 3. That is, the limit order prices effectively respond only to the change of inventory and ignore the fluctuation of the reference price, which suggests that we are in the “intermediate regime.” For instance, between time 2 and 3 in the top plot of Figure 4, there is a significant drop of the reference price, but the limit prices does not drop accordingly. They start to decrease only after the inventory increases. In this case, parameter $A$ is sufficiently large that enough limit orders will be taken in one trend of price, which builds up a trend in the inventory and in turn creates a trend in the optimal limit order prices. This explains why on first sight, the limit order prices follow the same trend as the reference price, and why there is a lag between the reference price and that of the limit order prices.

Note that, when dealing with the mean-reverting reference price, and as long as the time is sufficiently far from terminal, the trader would buy low and sell high focusing on the long term mean of the reference price instead of tracking the reference price closely. This explains why the optimal spreads could possibly go negative as shown, for example, in Figure 3 and Figure 4. This could happen particularly when the time is far away from terminal and the reference price deviates significantly from its long term mean.

When the model moves from the near-terminal regime to the intermediate regime, the sensitivity of the optimal prices to the inventory is mainly affected by the scaled $\sigma$. We observed that the greater the scaled $\sigma$ is, the greater the jump size of the optimal prices is when the inventory changes by one unit. The magnitude of a jump decays to 0 as time goes backwards, with the decay rate affected by $A$ and $\kappa$; for greater values of $A$ and $\kappa$, the jump size decays faster. Note that, larger values of $A$ and $\kappa$ means a larger market order flow and a shallower order book respectively. These properties signify higher liquidity in the market. So one insight we can gain from this model is that, for a limit order trader trading a liquid asset with mean-reverting price, his optimal limit prices converge faster backwards in time when they do in the case where he trades a less liquid asset, and therefore his optimal limit prices are less sensitive to the change of inventory.

Recall that here the parameters are the ones after scalings described in section 2.3, so $A$, $\kappa$, and $\sigma^2$ are in fact $A\alpha$, $\kappa\gamma$, and $\gamma^2\sigma^2\alpha$ in terms of the parameters before scalings. In contrast, the prices in the figures shown in this section are those before the price-scaling described in section 2.3. That is, they are the observable prices instead of the dimensionless ones.

6. Equilibrium analysis. To check whether our numerical solution of the system in (28) is still valid even when time is far away from terminal, we analytically consider below the
Figure 2. Feedback optimal ask limit order prices, from top to bottom, corresponding to 0, 1, 4 and 800 mean reversion cycles from the terminal time. The prices are the ones before the price-scaling described in section 2.3 instead of the dimensionless ones after the scaling. Each line, as a function of reference price, corresponds to a value of inventory. The optimal ask prices have already become independent from the reference price at 4 mean reversion cycles from the terminal time (the 3rd plot from top), while it took 800 mean reversion cycles (backwards in time) to become independent from the inventory as well (the bottom plot). Here the 3rd plot from top corresponds to the intermediate regime and the bottom plot corresponds to the far-away-from-terminal regime.
Trading pattern of intermediate regime

Figure 3. Simulation results for limit order prices, inventory, and spreads for 10 mean reversion cycles of the underlying reference price. The pattern clearly shows that near the terminal time, the trader tracks the reference price closely whereas in the intermediate regime, the optimal limit prices effectively only respond to the change of inventory.
Figure 4. Similar plots to Figure 3, but with larger parameter A representing greater volume of incoming market orders. When there is a trend in the reference price, for instance, between time 2 and 4, there will also be a trend in optimal prices in the same direction but with a lag. The trend in optimal prices is a result of the trend in the inventory formed during a trend of the reference price when the volume of incoming market orders is large.
equilibrium of that system and compare the result with our numerical solution of the time-
dependent system.

As described in Section 4, our conjecture is that, for a solution $v$ of the PDE (28) and any $q$ and $s$,

$$v(\tau, q, s) - v(\tau, q - 1, s) \xrightarrow{\tau \to \infty} \mu.$$

Thus, for the equilibrium, we expect

$$v(\tau, q, s) - C\tau \xrightarrow{\tau \to \infty} \theta_0 + \theta(s) + \mu q.$$

where $\theta_0$ is a constant and $\theta(s)$ satisfies the equilibrium HJB Equation

$$0 = C + \frac{\sigma^2}{2} (\theta^2_s - \theta_{ss}) - (\mu - s) \theta_s - M \left[ e^{-\kappa(s+\mu)} + e^{-\kappa(s-\mu)} \right] \theta(\mu) = 0$$

with $M = \frac{A}{\kappa^2} (1 + \frac{1}{\kappa})^{-\kappa} > 0$. Therefore, when $\tau$ is large, we expect the “$s$-dependent” part of $v$, defined as $v(\tau, q, s) - v(\tau, q, \mu)$, to be close to $\theta(s)$, the solution to (66). We will transform (66) to a Schrödinger eigenvalue problem, then solve it and compare the result to the numerical solution of $v$ when time is away from terminal.

Moreover, recall that Zhang [52] has obtained a closed form solution of the linearized model with small $\kappa$. We can compare the limit of a value function in our model in (65), and the one in Zhang’s small $\kappa$ analysis in (55). In both equations, when $\tau = T - t$ is large, the derivative of the value function with respect to $\tau$ is a constant: $C$ in (65) and $C_0$ in (55). We will show in Section 6.4 that,

$$\lim_{\kappa \to 0} C = \lim_{\kappa \to 0} C_0.$$

That is, the constants in two convergence results are consistent when $\kappa$ is small.

The differences between (65) and (55) are

1. (55) provides an explicit formula for the constant term $\theta_1$ in the limit, while more information is needed to analytically determine $\theta_0$ in (65).
2. The limit in (65) depends on the variable $s$ while the limit in (55) does not. Our numerical simulations, shown in Figure 5, confirm the dependence of the limit of the value function on $s$. On the other hand, when $\kappa$ is small, we observe that the value function from our numerical simulation is almost flat with respect to $s$, which is consistent with (55) and can be viewed as the limit phenomena when $\kappa$ approaches 0. See Section 6.6 for the simulation result.
3. The limit in (55) has a quadratic term of $q$, which leads to a linear term of $q$ with fixed non-zero coefficient in the limit of optimal prices. However, our numerical simulation shows that given sufficiently long time, the optimal prices will become flat with respect to $q$ instead of growing linearly.

Note that the limit in (65) is indeed a solution of the HJB equation in (28), but it does not satisfy the initial condition. Now we analyze equation (66) to gain some insight into constant $C$ and solution $\theta$. 
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6.1. Riccati equation for the equilibrium value function. Let \( l = \theta_s \), which satisfies the following Riccati equation

\[
 l' = l^2 - \frac{2}{\sigma^2} (\mu - s) l + \frac{2C'}{\sigma^2} - \frac{2M}{\sigma^2} \left[ e^{-\kappa(s+\mu)} + e^{-\kappa(s-\mu)} \right]
\]

Here, we could assume \( \mu = 0 \), or equivalently we can make a change of variable \( s - \mu \rightarrow s \) so that

\[
 l' = l^2 + \frac{2}{\sigma^2} s \cdot l + \frac{2C}{\sigma^2} - \frac{2M}{\sigma^2} \left[ e^{\kappa s} + e^{-\kappa s} \right]
\]

6.2. Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem. We can apply the transformation

\[
 l = -\frac{m'}{m}
\]

to transform the (69) to a second order linear equation:

\[
 m'' - \frac{2}{\sigma^2} s \cdot m' - \frac{2M}{\sigma^2} \left[ e^{\kappa s} + e^{-\kappa s} \right] \cdot m + C \cdot \frac{2}{\sigma^2} m = 0.
\]

This can be written in the form

\[
 - \left( e^{-\frac{1}{2} s^2} \cdot m' \right)' + e^{-\frac{1}{2} s^2} \cdot \frac{2M}{\sigma^2} \left[ e^{\kappa s} + e^{-\kappa s} \right] \cdot m = C \cdot \frac{2}{\sigma^2} e^{-\frac{1}{2} s^2} \cdot m
\]

and viewed as the Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem of the operator

\[
 L [m] = - \left( e^{-\frac{1}{2} s^2} \cdot m' \right)' + e^{-\frac{1}{2} s^2} \cdot \frac{2M}{\sigma^2} \left[ e^{\kappa s} + e^{-\kappa s} \right] \cdot m
\]

The spectrum of such a Sturm-Liouville problem is discrete, and the proof can be found in [7]. We are looking for the smallest eigenvalue in the eigenvalue problem and the corresponding eigenfunction which vanishes at infinity and does not change its sign.

Note that the theoretical properties of the eigenfunction match our expectation on \( \theta \) from the numerical simulation of the limit of \( v \) in (28).

1. The eigenfunction \( m \) does not have any root, so function \( l = -\frac{m'}{m} \) and, in turn, \( \theta \) are defined globally.
2. From (70), we have \( m(s) = m_0 \cdot e^{-(\theta(s)-\theta(0))} \), so if it vanishes at \( \pm \infty \), then \( \theta \) would go to \( +\infty \) when \( s \) goes to \( \pm \infty \). This is consistent with our numerical simulation for (28), in which we observed that, when \( \tau \) is large, the function \( v(\tau, q, s) \) goes to \( \infty \) when \( s \) goes to \( \pm \infty \).

6.3. Shrodinger equation. We could also consider

\[
 \hat{m} = e^{-\frac{1}{2} s^2} m
\]

which satisfies

\[
 - \hat{m}'' + \left[ \frac{s^2}{\sigma^4} + \frac{2M}{\sigma^2} \left( e^{\kappa s} + e^{-\kappa s} \right) \right] \cdot \hat{m} = \hat{C} \cdot \hat{m}
\]
where $\hat{C} = C\frac{2}{\sigma^2} + \frac{1}{\sigma^2}$. Here we have a Schrödinger operator

\begin{equation}
\hat{L}[\hat{m}] = -\hat{m}'' + \left[\frac{s^2}{\sigma^2} + \frac{2M}{\sigma^2} (e^{\kappa s} + e^{-\kappa s})\right] \cdot \hat{m}
\end{equation}

with an unbounded positive potential. Therefore, it has a lower-bounded discrete spectrum (see Theorem 7.3 in [44] for instance). Again, we are looking for the smallest eigenvalue whose eigenfunction vanishes at infinity and does not change its sign on the real line.

### 6.4. Small $\kappa$ expansion on the Schrödinger operator

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, we will show that the constant $C$ in (65) is consistent with $C_0$ in (55) when $\kappa$ goes to 0.

For $\kappa$ small, we expand the exponential terms in (75) as

\begin{equation}
e^{\kappa s} + e^{-\kappa s} \approx 2 + \kappa^2 s^2
\end{equation}

which reduces (75) to

\begin{equation}
-\hat{m}'' + \left(\frac{1}{\sigma^4} + \frac{2\kappa^2 M}{\sigma^2}\right) s^2 \cdot \hat{m} = (\hat{C} - \frac{4M}{\sigma^2}) \hat{m}
\end{equation}

The corresponding eigenvalue problem is explicitly solvable since the potential here is a quadratic function of $s$. Applying the formula for the smallest eigenvalue of the harmonic oscillator, we have

\begin{equation}
\hat{C} - \frac{4M}{\sigma^2} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{\sigma^4} + \frac{2\kappa^2 M}{\sigma^2}}.
\end{equation}

Since $\hat{C}$ is defined by $\hat{C} = C\frac{2}{\sigma^2} + \frac{1}{\sigma^2}$, we have

\begin{equation}
C = -\frac{1}{2} + 2M + \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{1 + 2\kappa^2 M \sigma^2}.
\end{equation}

Recall that $M = \frac{A}{\kappa + 1} \left(1 + \frac{1}{\kappa}\right)^{-\kappa}$ and $C_0 = \frac{2\kappa A}{(\kappa + 1)} \left(\frac{1}{\kappa} - \log \left(1 + \frac{1}{\kappa}\right)\right) - \frac{\sigma^2 \kappa A}{(\kappa + 1)}$. So

\begin{equation}
\lim_{\kappa \to 0} M = A \\
\lim_{\kappa \to 0} C_0 = 2A
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\implies \lim_{\kappa \to 0} C = 2A = \lim_{\kappa \to 0} C_0
\end{equation}

### 6.5. The smallest eigenvalue of the Schrödinger operator

Here we heuristically discuss how the smallest eigenvalue of the Schrödinger operator in equation (76) appears in the limit of $v$ in (28).

When $\tau$ is large, both terms $v(\tau, q, s) - v(\tau, q - 1, s)$ and $v(\tau, q + 1, s) - v(\tau, q, s)$ in (28) are close to $\mu$, so we replace those two terms by $\mu$ in our heuristic derivation. Moreover, we
make a change of variable \( s - \mu \rightarrow s \) for simplification which transforms (28) to the following equation

\[
0 = v_\tau + \frac{\sigma^2}{2} (v_s^2 - v_{ss}) + sv_s - \frac{A}{\kappa + 1} \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right)^{-\kappa} (e^{\kappa s} + e^{-\kappa s}).
\]

Note that \( q \) does appear explicitly in (82). Therefore, we can treat \( v \) in equation (82) as a function of just \( \tau \) and \( s \) and view \( q \) as a parameter.

We now show that the limit of \( v_\tau \) in (82) is closely related to the smallest eigenvalue of the operator in (76). Consider \( \hat{v} = e^{-v - \frac{1}{2} \sigma^2 s^2} \) which satisfies

\[
-\hat{v}_\tau = \frac{\sigma^2}{2} \left[ -\hat{v}_{ss} + \left( \frac{2M}{\sigma^2} (e^{\kappa s} + e^{-\kappa s}) - \frac{1}{\sigma^2} \right) \hat{v} \right]
\]

The operator

\[
L_s [\hat{v}] = \frac{\sigma^2}{2} \left[ -\hat{v}_{ss} + \left( \frac{s^2}{\sigma^4} + \frac{2M}{\sigma^2} (e^{\kappa s} + e^{-\kappa s}) - \frac{1}{\sigma^2} \right) \hat{v} \right]
\]

can be viewed as the Schrödinger operator in equation (76) being slightly modified, and the sets of eigenvalues of those two operators have an order-preserving 1-1 correspondence. It still has lower-bounded discrete spectrum. Assume that its eigenvalues are \( \lambda_1 \leq \lambda_2 \leq \cdots \) and the corresponding orthonormal eigenbasis is given by \( \{ f_1, f_2, \cdots \} \). The solution of equation (83) can be written as

\[
\hat{v} (\tau, s) = \sum_{n \geq 1} a_n (\tau) f_n (s)
\]

and

\[
a_n' (\tau) = -\lambda_n a_n (\tau) \implies a_n (\tau) = k_n e^{-\lambda_n \tau}
\]

As a result, it follows that

\[
-v_\tau = \frac{\hat{v}_\tau}{\hat{v}} = \frac{\sum_{n \geq 1} -\lambda_n k_n e^{-\lambda_n \tau} f_n (s)}{\sum_{n \geq 1} k_n e^{-\lambda_n \tau} f_n (s)}
\]

\[
= \frac{-\lambda_1 k_1 f_1 + \sum_{n \geq 2} -\lambda_n k_n e^{-(\lambda_n - \lambda_1) \tau} f_n (s)}{k_1 f_1 + \sum_{n \geq 2} k_n e^{-(\lambda_n - \lambda_1) \tau} f_n (s)}
\]

\[
\rightarrow -\lambda_1 \quad (\tau \rightarrow \infty)
\]

So formally, \( v_\tau \) would converge to \( \lambda_1 \), the smallest eigenvalue of the operator in the equation (84), which also directly corresponds to the smallest eigenvalue of the operator in equation (76).
6.6. Numerical results on the equilibrium equation. We would like to solve the equation (71) to find the constant $C$ that yield a solution which vanishes at infinity and does not change its sign. Because of the convergence in the equation (65), $v_\tau$ with large $\tau$ could serve as an estimate of the constant $C$. We search around such estimate to find the desired constant $C$. After we get the constant $C$, we compute the solution of the following system, which is derived from (71),

\begin{equation}
\begin{aligned}
    m' &= n \\
    n' &= \frac{2}{\sigma^2} s \cdot n + \frac{2}{\sigma^2} [M (e^{\kappa s} + e^{-\kappa s}) - C] \cdot m.
\end{aligned}
\end{equation}

We need to specify the initial conditions $m(0)$ and $n(0)$. Since equation (71) is homogeneous, $m(0)$ could be arbitrary, so we set $m(0) = 1$ for simplicity. Additionally, we set $n(0) = 0$ due to the symmetry of the equation. As a result, the data is

\begin{equation}
\begin{aligned}
    m(0) &= 1 \\
    n(0) &= 0
\end{aligned}
\end{equation}

Consider two models with shared parameters

\begin{equation}
A = 0.9, \quad \sigma = 0.3, \quad \gamma = 0.01, \quad \mu = 1.0
\end{equation}

and different values of $\kappa$:

\begin{equation}
\kappa = \begin{cases}
    0.3 & \text{in the first model,} \\
    0.01 & \text{in the second model}
\end{cases}
\end{equation}

where the parameters are the ones before the price-scaling.

We numerically solve (88) for $m(s)$, then in turn compute $\theta(s)$ with $\theta(\mu) = 0$ in (66). We compare it in Figure 5 to the “$s$-dependent” part of $v$ which is defined as

\begin{equation}
v_{\text{Limit}}(s) - v_{\text{Limit}}(\mu)
\end{equation}

where $v_{\text{Limit}}(s) \triangleq v(\tau, q = 0, s)$ for large $\tau$. We can see that for each model, $\theta(s)$ is very close to the “$s$-dependent” part of $v$, and that for the model with smaller $\kappa$, $\theta(s)$ is flatter. Note that the result in section 4.2, which states that the limits of $v$ calculated via a small $\kappa$ expansion does not depend on $s$, can be viewed as the limit when $\kappa$ goes to 0.

6.7. Bounds of the smallest eigenvalue of the Schrödinger operator. The Rayleigh Quotient provides a way to express the smallest eigenvalue of the Schrödinger operator in (75):

\begin{equation}
c_0 = \inf_{u \neq 0} \frac{\int_{\mathbb{R}} (u')^2 + \int_{\mathbb{R}} v \cdot u^2}{\int_{\mathbb{R}} u^2}
\end{equation}

where $v = \frac{s^2}{\sigma^2} + \frac{2M}{\sigma^2} (e^{\kappa s} + e^{-\kappa s})$ is the potential.

By plugging an arbitrary function in the function space to the quotient, we can obtain an upper bound of the smallest eigenvalue. To find a lower bound, we find a solvable problem with potential $\tilde{v}$ where $\tilde{v} \leq v$ which yields $\tilde{c}_0 \leq c_0$. 
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\[ \theta(s), \text{large } \kappa \]
\[ v_{\text{Limit}}(s) - v_{\text{Limit}}(\mu), \text{large } \kappa \]
\[ \theta(s), \text{small } \kappa \]
\[ v_{\text{Limit}}(s) - v_{\text{Limit}}(\mu), \text{small } \kappa \]

**Figure 5.** We compare \( \theta(s) \) in the Schrödinger equation (66) and \( v_{\text{Limit}}(s) - v_{\text{Limit}}(\mu) \), namely the “s-dependent” part of the function \( v \) from the numerical result of the time dependent system in equation (28) when time is far away from terminal. Here \( \theta(s) \) and \( v_{\text{Limit}}(s) - v_{\text{Limit}}(\mu) \) match very well for both large \( \kappa \) (\( \kappa = 0.3 \)) and the small \( \kappa \) (\( \kappa = 0.01 \)). When \( \kappa \) is small, both \( \theta(s) \) and \( v_{\text{Limit}}(s) - v_{\text{Limit}}(\mu) \) are flat, which is consistent with the result in Zhang’s small \( \kappa \) analysis.

### 6.7.1. Upper bound.
To obtain an upper bound, we minimize the Rayleigh quotient with respect to the set of Gaussian kernels

\[ u(s) = e^{-\frac{(x-p_2)^2}{p_1^2}} \]

with parameters \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \). Plugging in the Gaussian kernel to the quotient, we have

\[ \int_{\mathbb{R}} (u')^2 + \int_{\mathbb{R}} v \cdot u^2 \]
\[ \int_{\mathbb{R}} u^2 = \frac{1}{p_1^2} + \frac{1}{4\sigma^2} p_1^2 + \frac{1}{\sigma^4} p_2^2 + \frac{2M}{\sigma^2} \left(e^{-\kappa p_2} + e^{\kappa p_2}\right) e^{\frac{1}{8} \kappa^2 p_1^2} \]

To minimize the expression, \( p_2 \) should be 0, and \( p_1^2 \) should minimize

\[ f(x) = \frac{1}{x} + \frac{1}{4\sigma^4} x + \frac{4M}{\sigma^2} e^{\frac{1}{8} \kappa^2 x}, \quad x > 0 \]

where

\[ f' = -\frac{1}{x^2} + \frac{1}{4\sigma^4} + \frac{4M}{\sigma^2} \frac{1}{8} \kappa^2 \cdot e^{\frac{1}{8} \kappa^2 x} \]
\[ f'' = \frac{2}{x^3} + \frac{4M}{\sigma^2} \left(\frac{1}{8} \kappa^2\right)^2 \cdot e^{\frac{1}{8} \kappa^2 x} > 0 \text{ for } x > 0 \]
Since \( f' (0^+) = -\infty \) and \( f' (+\infty) = +\infty \), \( f' \) has a unique root \( x_0 \) which can be computed numerically. This yields the minimum point of \( f \) as desired. It turns out that \( f (x_0) \) gives a reasonably good approximation of the eigenvalue.

We try the following two sets of the parameters, in which cases the upper bound for \( C \) is very close to our numerical result.

1. \( A = 2.5, \kappa = 1.5, \sigma = \frac{3}{\sqrt{10}} \).
   
   In this case, \((f (x_0) - \frac{1}{\sigma^2}) \cdot \frac{\sigma^2}{2} = 1.3197\) gives an upper bound of the constant \( C \), while the value of \( C \) obtained from the method described in section 6.6 is 1.3191.

2. \( A = 10, \kappa = 1.5, \sigma = \frac{3}{\sqrt{10}} \).
   
   In this case, \((f (x_0) - \frac{1}{\sigma^2}) \cdot \frac{\sigma^2}{2} = 4.7331\), again, gives an upper bound of the constant \( C \), while the value of \( C \) obtained numerically is 4.7325.

6.7.2. Lower bound. It is shown in [48] that the operator (with parameter \( \xi \))

\[
L [\psi] = -\psi'' + \left[ \frac{1}{8} \xi^2 \cosh (4x) - \frac{2}{\cosh (x)} \right] \psi
\]

has the smallest eigenvalue

\[
\frac{1}{8} \xi^2 + \xi - 1
\]

and a corresponding eigenfunction

\[
e^{-\frac{1}{4} \xi \cosh (2x)} \frac{\cosh (x)}{\cosh (x)}.
\]

By a change of variable \((\kappa s = 4x)\), equation (75) can be rewritten as

\[
- \hat{m}'' + \frac{16}{\kappa^2} \left[ \left( \frac{4x}{\kappa} \right)^2 + \frac{4M}{\sigma^2} \cosh (4x) \right] \cdot \hat{m} = \frac{16}{\kappa^2} \hat{C} \cdot \hat{m}.
\]

By setting

\[
\frac{1}{8} \xi^2 = \frac{16}{\kappa^2} \frac{4M}{\sigma^2}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \xi = \frac{16 \sqrt{2M}}{\kappa \sigma}
\]

in (98), we can compute the smallest eigenvalue \( \tilde{c}_0 \) of the operator

\[
\hat{L} [\tilde{m}] = -\tilde{m}'' + \left[ -\frac{2}{\cosh (x)} + \frac{16}{\kappa^2} \frac{4M}{\sigma^2} \cosh (4x) \right] \cdot \tilde{m}
\]
which we will compare to the operator on the left hand side of equation (101). Using (98) and (99), we have

\[ \tilde{c}_0 = \frac{1}{8} \left( \frac{16 \sqrt{2M}}{k \sigma} \right)^2 + \frac{16 \sqrt{2M}}{k \sigma} - 1 \]  

Comparing the potential of the operator

\[ \hat{L}[\hat{m}] = -\hat{m}'' + \left[ \frac{16}{k^2} \left( \frac{16}{k^2} \right)^2 \frac{1}{\sigma^4} x^2 + \frac{16 M}{k^2 \sigma^2} \cosh (4x) \right] \cdot \hat{m} \]

in (101) to the one in the (103), its smallest eigenvalue, denoted by \( \hat{c}_0 \), is greater than \( \tilde{c}_0 \). As a result, we have

\[ \frac{16}{k^2} \left( C \frac{2}{\sigma^2} + \frac{1}{\sigma^2} \right) = \hat{c}_0 \geq \tilde{c}_0 = \frac{1}{8} \left( \frac{16 \sqrt{2M}}{k \sigma} \right)^2 + \frac{16 \sqrt{2M}}{k \sigma} - 1 \]

\[ \Rightarrow \quad C \geq \left\{ \frac{\kappa^2}{16} \left[ \frac{1}{8} \left( \frac{16 \sqrt{2M}}{k \sigma} \right)^2 + \frac{16 \sqrt{2M}}{k \sigma} - 1 \right] - \frac{1}{\sigma^2} \right\} \sigma^2 \]

Note that with a constant \( k \geq 1 \), we have

\[ f(x) = k x^2 + \frac{2}{\cosh (x)} \geq 2 \]

Thus, instead of the operator in (98), we can compare the operator in (105) to

\[ L[m] = -m'' + \left[ \frac{2}{(\cosh (x))} \right] + 2 + \frac{16 M}{k^2 \sigma^2} \cosh (4x) \] 

when

\[ \left( \frac{16}{k^2} \right)^2 \frac{1}{\sigma^4} \geq 1 \]

As a result, instead of the one in (106), we have a better lower bound of \( C \) when (109) holds;

\[ C \geq \left\{ \frac{\kappa^2}{16} \left[ \frac{1}{8} \left( \frac{16 \sqrt{2M}}{k \sigma} \right)^2 + \frac{16 \sqrt{2M}}{k \sigma} + 1 \right] - \frac{1}{\sigma^2} \right\} \sigma^2 \]

We try this bound with the same set of parameters used in the previous subsection.

1. \( A = 2.5, \kappa = 1.5, \sigma = \frac{3}{\sqrt{10}} \)
   In this case, the lower bound of \( C \) given in (110) is 1.1788, while the numerical result is 1.3191.

2. \( A = 10, \kappa = 1.5, \sigma = \frac{3}{\sqrt{10}} \)
   In this case, the lower bound of \( C \) given in (110) is 4.6533, while the numerical result is 4.7325.
7. Conclusion. In this paper, we consider the limit order book model of Avellaneda and Stoikov [3] with a mean reverting underlying price. Our main result is that when time is far from terminal, it is optimal to post constant limit order prices instead of tracking the underlying price. We use two different numerical methods to solve the HJB equation, and both of them confirm the long-time behavior. This result implies that when the underlying price is mean reverting then, when time is far from terminal, it is optimal to focus on the mean price and ignore the fluctuations around it. This observation, admittedly from a stylized model, confirms what limit order traders might expect.

The numerical results also show that between the time regime where constant limit order prices are optimal and the one close to the terminal time, there is an intermediate time period where limit order prices are influenced by the inventory of outstanding orders. The duration of this intermediate period depends on the parameters $A$ and $\kappa$ that quantify the liquidity of the market.

We also study the equilibrium of the optimal control problem. The equilibrium of the HJB equation can be transformed to a Schrödinger equation, as an eigenvalue problem. The solution agrees with the long-time limit of our numerical result of the time-dependent model, which confirms the validity and accuracy of our numerical methods, even for long time. When the liquidity parameter $\kappa$ is small, the numerical solutions also match the analysis in Zhang [52].

Even though the numerical calculations strongly suggest convergence of the optimal limit order prices, the proof remains open and needs further study.

Appendix A. Numerical methods.

A.1. Boundary condition. As in [30, 52], we assume that the total amount of the asset available is $Q$, which means at the boundary point with $q = Q$, buying is forbidden, and at the boundary point with $q = -Q$, selling is forbidden. Those are the boundary conditions at the artificial boundaries $q = \pm Q$ for the inventory space.

It appears that the numerical boundary condition may affect the solution of the optimal control problem described in section 2 even at the points away from the boundary. Here we discuss the model with constant reference price $\mu$ as an example. In section 4.1, we have shown that for the model

\[
\begin{cases}
Q_t^b \sim \text{Poi} \left( A e^{-\kappa \delta_t^b} \right) \\
Q_t^a \sim \text{Poi} \left( A e^{-\kappa \delta_t^a} \right) \\
dQ_t = dQ_t^b - dQ_t^a \\
\frac{dX_t}{dt} = \left( \delta_t^a + S_t \right) dQ_t^a - \left( S_t - \delta_t^b \right) dQ_t^b \\
S_t \equiv \mu \\
Q_0 = q_0, \quad X_0 = x_0 \\
\sup_{\delta^a, \delta^b} E \left[ -e^{-(X_T+Q_T+\mu)} \right].
\end{cases}
\]
the optimal prices are
\[
\begin{align*}
  p_a^* &= \mu + \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right), \\
  p_b^* &= \mu - \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right).
\end{align*}
\]

However, if we add boundary conditions at the boundaries $q = \pm Q$, then the system for $v$ in (44) becomes
\[
\begin{align*}
  v_t(t, q) - \frac{A}{\kappa + 1} \left( e^{-\kappa \delta v} + e^{-\kappa \delta a} \right) v(t, q) &= 0, \quad -Q < q < Q \\
  v_t(t, s, -Q) - \frac{A}{\kappa + 1} e^{-\kappa \delta s} v(t, -Q) &= 0 \\
  v_t(t, s, Q) - \frac{A}{\kappa + 1} e^{-\kappa \delta a} v(t, Q) &= 0,
\end{align*}
\]

and the asymptotic optimal limit bid and ask prices become
\[
\begin{align*}
  p_{b\infty}(q) &= \mu - \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right) \left[ \log \sin \left( \frac{q + Q}{Q} \pi \right) - \log \sin \left( \frac{q + Q + 1}{Q} \pi \right) \right] \\
  p_{a\infty}(q) &= \mu + \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right) \left[ \log \sin \left( \frac{q + Q + 2}{Q} \pi \right) - \log \sin \left( \frac{q + Q + 1}{Q} \pi \right) \right].
\end{align*}
\]

These are different from the exact solution of the problem without boundary conditions in (112). Note that for $|q| \ll Q$, such a difference is indeed negligible.

This stylized example shows how the numerical boundary conditions affect the solution. In practice, we would set $Q$ fairly large and only check the value function or the optimal prices for $|q| < \frac{Q}{4}$ for instance. Note that in (113), with $q$ fixed and $Q \to \infty$, $p^a$ and $p^b$ converge to the expression in (112), so in this degenerate model,
\[
\begin{align*}
  \lim_{t \to \infty} \lim_{Q \to \infty} p_b^b(t, q) &= \lim_{Q \to \infty} \lim_{t \to \infty} p_b^b(t, q), \\
  \lim_{t \to \infty} \lim_{Q \to \infty} p_a^a(t, q) &= \lim_{Q \to \infty} \lim_{t \to \infty} p_a^a(t, q).
\end{align*}
\]

We expect that the same result still holds for non-degenerate models. Thus, in practice, we compute $\lim_{t \to \infty} p_b^b(t, q)$ and $\lim_{t \to \infty} p_a^a(t, q)$ for fixed $q$ and large $Q$ to approximate $\lim_{t \to \infty} \lim_{Q \to \infty} p_b^b(t, q)$ and $\lim_{t \to \infty} \lim_{Q \to \infty} p_a^a(t, q)$.

A.2. Finite difference method. Due to the non-linearity, we implement an implicit finite difference method to solve (28). We discretize the time space $[0, T]$ and the reference-price space $[\mu - S, \mu + S]$ using step-size $\Delta \tau$ and $\Delta s$, and consider
\[
v^n_{q,j} \approx v(n \Delta \tau, q, \mu - S + j \Delta s)
\]
where $n$ is the index of the grid point in the time space, $q$ is the number of asset held, and $j$ is the index of the grid point in the reference-price space.
At each step, we assume that \( v^n_{q,j} \) is known and we compute \( v^{n+1}_{q,j} \). The terms in equation (28) are replaced by the following terms

\[
v_{\tau} \approx \frac{v^{n+1}_{q,j} - v^n_{q,j}}{\Delta \tau} \\
v_x^2 \approx \left( \frac{v^{n+1}_{q,j+1} - v^{n+1}_{q,j-1}}{2\Delta s} \right)^2 \\
(\mu - s)v_s \approx (\mu - s) \left[ \frac{v^{n+1}_{q,j+1} - v^{n+1}_{q,j-1}}{\Delta s} 1_{\mu > s} + \frac{v^{n+1}_{q,j} - v^{n+1}_{q,j-1}}{\Delta s} 1_{\mu < s} \right] \\
v_{ss} \approx \frac{v^{n+1}_{q,j+1} - 2v^{n+1}_{q,j} + v^{n+1}_{q,j-1}}{\Delta s^2}.
\]

(115)

The discretized PDE is then given by

\[
0 = \frac{v^{n+1}_{q,j} - v^n_{q,j}}{\Delta \tau} + \frac{\sigma^2}{2} \left( \left( \frac{v^{n+1}_{q,j+1} - v^{n+1}_{q,j-1}}{2\Delta s} \right)^2 - \frac{v^{n+1}_{q,j+1} - 2v^{n+1}_{q,j} + v^{n+1}_{q,j-1}}{\Delta s^2} \right) \\
- (\mu - s) \left( \frac{v^{n+1}_{q,j+1} - v^{n+1}_{q,j-1}}{\Delta s} 1_{\mu > s} + \frac{v^{n+1}_{q,j} - v^{n+1}_{q,j-1}}{\Delta s} 1_{\mu < s} \right) \\
- \frac{A}{\kappa + 1} \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right)^{-\kappa} \left( e^{-\kappa(s - v^{n+1}_{q,j+1} + v^{n+1}_{q,j})} + e^{-\kappa(s - v^{n+1}_{q,j} + v^{n+1}_{q,j-1})} \right) \\
\]

(116)

which can be simplified to

\[
v^{n+1}_{q,j} \left[ 1 + \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta s^2} \sigma^2 - (\mu - s) \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta s} (1_{\mu < s} - 1_{\mu > s}) \right] \\
+ v^{n+1}_{q,j+1} \left( -\frac{\Delta \tau}{2\Delta s^2} \sigma^2 - (\mu - s) \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta s} 1_{\mu > s} \right) \\
+ v^{n+1}_{q,j-1} \left( -\frac{\Delta \tau}{2\Delta s^2} \sigma^2 + (\mu - s) \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta s} 1_{\mu < s} \right) \\
= v^n_{q,j} - \sigma^2 \frac{\Delta \tau}{2} \left( \frac{v^{n+1}_{q,j+1} - v^{n+1}_{q,j-1}}{\Delta s} \right)^2 \\
+ \frac{A\Delta \tau}{\kappa + 1} \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right)^{-\kappa} \left( e^{-\kappa(s - v^{n+1}_{q,j+1} + v^{n+1}_{q,j})} + e^{-\kappa(s - v^{n+1}_{q,j} + v^{n+1}_{q,j-1})} \right).
\]
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where \( s \) is the value of the \( j \)-th grid point in the discretized reference-price space.

We use iteration to solve this non-linear equation for \( v^{n+1}_{q,j} \). Denote \( v^{n+1,k}_{q,j} \) as the solution of this system in \( k \)-th iteration. Then in \( (k + 1) \)-th iteration, we solve the following linear
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equation for \( v_{q,j}^{n+1,k+1} \):

\[
v_{q,j}^{n+1,k+1}[1 + \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta s^2} \sigma^2 - (\mu - s) \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta s} (1_{\mu<s} - 1_{\mu>s})] \\
+ v_{q,j}^{n+1,k+1} \left( -\frac{\Delta \tau}{2\Delta s^2} \sigma^2 - (\mu - s) \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta s} 1_{\mu>s} \right) \\
+ v_{q,j-1}^{n+1,k+1} \left( -\frac{\Delta \tau}{2\Delta s^2} \sigma^2 + (\mu - s) \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta s} 1_{\mu<s} \right) \\
= v_{q,j}^{n} - \frac{\sigma^2}{2} \frac{\Delta \tau}{4\Delta s^2} (v_{q,j+1}^{n+1,k} - v_{q,j-1}^{n+1,k})^2 \\
+ \frac{A\Delta \tau}{\kappa + 1} \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right)^{-\kappa} e^{-\kappa(s-v_{q,j+1}^{n+1,k} + v_{q,j}^{n+1,k})} \\
+ \frac{A\Delta \tau}{\kappa + 1} \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right)^{-\kappa} e^{-\kappa(s+v_{q,j+1}^{n+1,k} + v_{q,j}^{n+1,k})},
\]

Here all the \( v_{q,j}^{n+1} \) on the right hand side are replaced by \( v_{q,j}^{n+1,k} \), the result from the last iteration, and all \( v_{q,j}^{n+1} \) on the left hand side are replaced by \( v_{q,j}^{n+1,k+1} \), the target in the current iteration. We repeat this procedure until the difference between \( v_{q,j}^{n+1,k+1} \) and \( v_{q,j}^{n+1,k} \) becomes negligible for all \( q \) and \( j \). If this iteration does not converge, our scheme breaks down, or otherwise we would have all the \( v_{q,j}^{n+1} \) once the iteration converges and then compute \( v_{q,j}^{n+2} \).

### A.2.1. Boundary condition.

#### A.2.1.1. Assumption of the total amount of asset.

Using the boundary conditions mentioned at the beginning of the appendix, we can construct discretized equations at the boundaries. For \( q = Q \), the discretized equation becomes

\[
v_{Q,j}^{n+1,k+1}[1 + \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta s^2} \sigma^2 - (\mu - s) \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta s} (1_{\mu<s} - 1_{\mu>s})] \\
+ v_{Q,j+1}^{n+1,k+1} \left( -\frac{\Delta \tau}{2\Delta s^2} \sigma^2 - (\mu - s) \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta s} 1_{\mu>s} \right) \\
+ v_{Q,j-1}^{n+1,k+1} \left( -\frac{\Delta \tau}{2\Delta s^2} \sigma^2 + (\mu - s) \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta s} 1_{\mu<s} \right) \\
= v_{Q,j}^{n} - \frac{\sigma^2}{2} \frac{\Delta \tau}{4\Delta s^2} (v_{Q,j+1}^{n+1,k} - v_{Q,j-1}^{n+1,k})^2 \\
+ \frac{A\Delta \tau}{\kappa + 1} \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right)^{-\kappa} e^{-\kappa(s-v_{Q,j+1}^{n+1,k} + v_{Q,j}^{n+1,k})},
\]

and for \( q = -Q \), the discretized equation is

\[
v_{-Q,j}^{n+1,k+1}[1 + \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta s^2} \sigma^2 - (\mu - s) \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta s} (1_{\mu<s} - 1_{\mu>s})] \\
+ v_{-Q,j+1}^{n+1,k+1} \left( -\frac{\Delta \tau}{2\Delta s^2} \sigma^2 - (\mu - s) \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta s} 1_{\mu>s} \right) \\
+ v_{-Q,j-1}^{n+1,k+1} \left( -\frac{\Delta \tau}{2\Delta s^2} \sigma^2 + (\mu - s) \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta s} 1_{\mu<s} \right) \\
= v_{-Q,j}^{n} - \frac{\sigma^2}{2} \frac{\Delta \tau}{4\Delta s^2} (v_{-Q,j+1}^{n+1,k} - v_{-Q,j-1}^{n+1,k})^2 \\
+ \frac{A\Delta \tau}{\kappa + 1} \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right)^{-\kappa} e^{-\kappa(s-v_{-Q,j+1}^{n+1,k} + v_{-Q,j}^{n+1,k})}.
\]
A.2.1.2. Zero second-derivatives at boundaries. We also try the following set of boundary conditions for the finite difference method, which is exact at the terminal time.

\begin{equation}
\begin{align*}
v^n_{Q,j} - v^n_{Q-1,j} &= v^n_{Q-1,j} - v^n_{Q-2,j} \\
v^n_{n_Q,j} - v^n_{n_Q+1,j} &= v^n_{n_Q+1,j} - v^n_{n_Q+2,j}
\end{align*}
\end{equation}

From our experiments on the finite difference method with different boundary conditions, we observe that

1. Different boundary conditions will eventually have an impact on the solution even at points away from the boundaries when \( T \) is sufficiently large.

2. The “Zero second-derivative” boundary condition would “push” the optimal limit prices to constants, while the boundary condition derived from the assumption of the total amount of asset would “prevent” the optimal limit prices from converging to constants.

3. To observe the “true” phenomena when time is far away from terminal, we need to set the space of inventory large enough. In our experiments, when we set the numerical boundaries for inventory to be ±1000, the results from finite difference method using different boundary conditions match very well for \( q \) between ±300, and they both indicate the same convergence of the optimal limit prices when time is away from terminal.

A.3. Split-step method. We make a change of variables \( u(t, q, x, s) = -e^{-x}\tilde{v}(t, s, q) \) for \( u \) in (8). Then \( \tilde{v}(t, s, q) \) satisfies, for \(-Q < q < Q\),

\begin{equation}
\begin{align*}
\tilde{v}_t(t, s, q) + (\mu - s)\tilde{v}_s(t, s, q) + \frac{1}{2}\sigma^2 \tilde{v}_{ss}(t, s, q) - \frac{A}{\kappa + 1} \left( e^{-\kappa\delta^b} + e^{-\kappa\delta^a} \right) \tilde{v}(t, s, q) &= 0 \\
\text{and, for } q = \pm Q,
\end{align*}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\begin{align*}
\tilde{v}_t(t, s, -Q) + (\mu - s)\tilde{v}_s(t, s, -Q) + \frac{1}{2}\sigma^2 \tilde{v}_{ss}(t, s, -Q) - \frac{A}{\kappa + 1} e^{-\kappa\delta^b} \tilde{v}(t, s, -Q) &= 0 \\
\tilde{v}_t(t, s, Q) + (\mu - s)\tilde{v}_s(t, s, Q) + \frac{1}{2}\sigma^2 \tilde{v}_{ss}(t, s, Q) - \frac{A}{\kappa + 1} e^{-\kappa\delta^a} \tilde{v}(t, s, Q) &= 0
\end{align*}
\end{equation}

with the optimal feedback control

\begin{equation}
\begin{align*}
\delta^b(t, s, q) &= s + \left[ \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{k} \right) + \log \tilde{v}(t, s, q + 1) - \log \tilde{v}(t, s, q) \right] \\
\delta^a(t, s, q) &= -s + \left[ \log \left( 1 + \frac{1}{k} \right) + \log \tilde{v}(t, s, q - 1) - \log \tilde{v}(t, s, q) \right],
\end{align*}
\end{equation}

Here the terminal condition is given by \( \tilde{v}(T, s, q) = e^{-sq} \).

To solve \( \tilde{v}(t, s, q) \) numerically, we use the split-step method that is a popular technique to numerically solve non-linear Schrödinger equations. Let

\begin{equation}
\tilde{v}(t, s) = (\tilde{v}(t, s, -Q), \tilde{v}(t, s, -Q + 1), \ldots, \tilde{v}(t, s, Q - 1), \tilde{v}(t, s, Q))^T.
\end{equation}
Then the evolution equation for $\tilde{v}(t,s,q)$ can be written as
\begin{equation}
\tilde{v}_t(t,s) + S\tilde{v}(t,s) + Q\tilde{v}(t,s) = 0,
\end{equation}
where $S$ and $Q$ are operators applied to $\tilde{v}$:
\begin{equation}
S\tilde{v}(t,s) = \left[ (\mu - s)\frac{\partial}{\partial s} + \frac{1}{2}\sigma^2 \frac{\partial^2}{\partial s^2} \right] \tilde{v}(t,s)
\end{equation}
\begin{equation}
Q\tilde{v}(t,s) = -\frac{A}{\kappa + 1} \begin{pmatrix}
e^{-\kappa \delta^s} \tilde{v}(t,s,-Q) \\
e^{-\kappa \delta^s} + e^{-\kappa \delta^s} \tilde{v}(t,s,-Q + 1) \\
\vdots \\
e^{-\kappa \delta^s} \tilde{v}(t,s,Q - 1) \\
e^{-\kappa \delta^s} \tilde{v}(t,s,Q)
\end{pmatrix}
\end{equation}

The idea of the split-step method is to solve the $S$ and $Q$ evolutions separately:
\begin{equation}
\tilde{v}_t(t,s) + Q\tilde{v}(t,s) = 0, \quad \tilde{v}_t(t,s) + S\tilde{v}(t,s) = 0,
\end{equation}

The formal solutions to the separate evolution equations are $\tilde{v}(t,s) = e^{(T-t)Q}\tilde{v}(T,s)$ and $\tilde{v}(t,s) = e^{(T-t)S}\tilde{v}(T,s)$, respectively. For each time step, we first consider the $Q$ evolution and then consider the $S$ evolution. The formal solution of such a scheme is then given by
\begin{equation}
\tilde{v}(t_{n+\frac{1}{2}},s) = e^{-\Delta t Q}\tilde{v}(t_{n+1},s), \quad \tilde{v}(t_{n+1},s) = e^{-\Delta t S}\tilde{v}(t_{n+\frac{1}{2}},s),
\end{equation}
or equivalently,
\begin{equation}
\tilde{v}(t_{n+1},s) = e^{-\Delta t S}e^{-\Delta t Q}\tilde{v}(t_{n+1},s),
\end{equation}
and we expect that $\tilde{v}(t_{n},s)$ converges to the real solution as $\Delta t \to 0$.

The advantage of the split-step method is that we are able to easily compute the evolution operators $S$ and $Q$ and, therefore, we can numerically solve the full evolution equation effectively.

**A.3.1. The $Q$ evolution.** We first consider the $Q$ evolution: $\tilde{v}_t(t,s) + Q\tilde{v}(t,s) = 0$. Here we note that the evolution equation is a special case of the Avellaneda and Stoikov model [3]. Therefore, we can find the exact solution by the technique described in [30, 52]. Let $w(t,s,q) = e^{-\kappa sq}\tilde{v}(t,\kappa t, q)$, then $w$ satisfies
\begin{equation}
w_t(t,s,q) + \frac{A\kappa}{\kappa + 1} \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right)^{-\kappa} \left[ w(t,s,q-1) + w(t,s,q+1) \right] = 0, \quad -Q < q < Q
\end{equation}
\begin{equation}
w_t(t,s,-Q) + \frac{A\kappa}{\kappa + 1} \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right)^{-\kappa} w(t,s,-Q + 1) = 0
\end{equation}
\begin{equation}
w_t(t,s,Q) + \frac{A\kappa}{\kappa + 1} \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right)^{-\kappa} w(t,s,Q - 1) = 0.
\end{equation}
The above equations are solvable and for a fixed $s$,
\[ \vec{w}(t, s) = e^{\Delta tM} \vec{w}(t + \Delta t, s), \]
where $\vec{w}(t, s) = (w(t, s, -Q), w(t, s, -Q + 1), \ldots, w(t, s, Q - 1), w(t, s, Q))^T$ and $M$ is a tridiagonal matrix:
\[ M = \frac{A\kappa}{\kappa + 1} \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\kappa} \right)^{-\kappa} \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 1 & \cdots & \cdots & 1 \\ 1 & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & \vdots \\ \vdots & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots \\ \vdots & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots \\ 1 & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & 0 \end{pmatrix}. \]

Then $\tilde{v}(t, s, q) = e^{-sq} w^{-\frac{1}{2}}(t, s, q)$.

### A.3.2. The $S$ evolution
We now consider the $S$ evolution: $\vec{v}_t(t, s) + \mathcal{S}\vec{v}(t, s) = 0$. Note that $\mathcal{S}$ is an OU operator. Therefore, by the Feynman-Kac formula,
\[ \tilde{v}(t, s, q) = E[\tilde{v}(t + \Delta t, S_{t+\Delta t}, q)|S_t = s], \quad dS_t = (\mu - S_t)dt + \sigma dW_t, \]
where $W_t$ is a Brownian motion.

To compute the numerical expectation, we discretize the $s$ domain uniformly: $S_{\min} = s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_{N-1}, s_N = S_{\max}$ and $s_{i+1} - s_i = \Delta s$, and let
\[ \tilde{v}(t, s_i, q) = \sum_{j=1}^{N} p_{ij} \tilde{v}(t + \Delta t, s_j, q) \]
\[ p_{ij} = \mathbb{P}(s_j - \Delta S/2 < S_{t+\Delta t} \leq s_j + \Delta S/2|S_t = s), \quad 2 \leq j \leq N - 1 \]
\[ p_{i1} = \mathbb{P}(S_{t+\Delta t} \leq s_1 + \Delta S/2|S_t = s), \quad p_{iN} = \mathbb{P}(s_N - \Delta S/2 < S_{t+\Delta t}|S_t = s). \]
Given that $S_t = s$, $S_{t+\Delta t}$ is a Gaussian random variable with mean $e^{-\Delta t} s + (1 - e^{-\Delta t})\mu$ and variance $\frac{\sigma^2}{2}(1 - e^{-2\Delta t})$, we can easily compute the numerical values of $p_{ij}$.

Here we approximate the OU process $S_t$ by a discrete time, discrete space Markov chain. To ensure the accuracy of the numerical expectation, we compare the stationary distributions of $S_t$ and the Markov chain, and we calibrate $\Delta s$ and $\Delta t$ so that those two stationary distributions are close. To do that, we first select a reasonable step-size $\Delta t$ for the time space (in our experiments, we typically choose $1/10$ or $1/100$ of the mean reversion time). Then we choose a sufficiently small $\Delta s$ such that the difference between the two stationary distributions are negligible.

### A.3.3. Scaling invariance and normalization of a solution
We observe that $\tilde{v}(t, s, q)$ is an exponential function of $T - t$. Thus, to see the long-time behavior of $\tilde{v}(t, s, q)$ numerically, we will encounter the issue of the numerical overflow or underflow. We can avoid this issue by using the scaling invariance property of the HJB equation. From the differential equation of $\tilde{v}(t, s, q)$ (see (122)-(123)), we see that if $\tilde{v}(t, s, q)$ is a solution of the PDE with the terminal
where condition \( \tilde{v}(T, s, q) \), then for any positive constant \( c \), \( \tilde{v}(t, s, q)/c \) is also a solution of the PDE with the terminal condition \( \tilde{v}(T, s, q)/c \). In addition, the optimal controls \( \delta^b \) and \( \delta^a \) are invariant for any \( c > 0 \).

We can easily observe that the split-step method also preserves the scaling invariance property. Therefore, for each time step \( t_n \), we can normalize the numerical solution by taking \( \tilde{v}(t_n, s, q)/c_n \) with an appropriate constant \( c_n \). To avoid numerical overflow and underflow, the best \( c_n \) is the square root of the product of the maximum and minimum of \( \tilde{v}(t_n, s, q) \):

\[
c_n = \sqrt{v_{\max}^n v_{\min}^n}, \quad v_{\max}^n = \max_{s, q} \tilde{v}(t_n, s, q), \quad v_{\min}^n = \min_{s, q} \tilde{v}(t_n, s, q).
\]

In addition, it is easy to observe that the numerical optimal control \( \delta^b \) and \( \delta^a \) are not affected by the normalization.

**Appendix B. Asymptotic analysis in Gueant, Lehalle, and Fernandez-Tapia [30].** For completeness, we state the results of the asymptotic analysis in Gueant, Lehalle, and Fernandez-Tapia [30].

Consider the Avellaneda and Stoikov model

\[
\begin{align*}
    dQ_t &= dQ_t^b - dQ_t^a \\
    dX_t &= (S_t + \delta^a_t) dQ_t^a - (S_t - \delta^b_t) dQ_t^b \\
    dS_t &= \sigma dB_t \\
    Q_t^b &\sim \text{Poi} \left( Ae^{-\kappa \delta^b_t} \right) \\
    Q_t^a &\sim \text{Poi} \left( Ae^{-\kappa \delta^a_t} \right) \\
    \sup_{\delta^a, \delta^b} E \left[ -e^{-\gamma (X_T + S_T) Q_T} \right] .
\end{align*}
\]

with a finite inventory space \( \{-Q, \cdots, Q\} \). The value function is defined as

\[
u(t, q, x, s) = \sup_{\delta^a, \delta^b} E \left( -e^{-\gamma W_T} | Q_t = q, X_t = x, S_t = s \right),
\]

and the HJB equations for value function are:

For \( |q| < Q \),

\[
0 = u_t + \frac{\sigma^2}{2} u_{ss} + \max_{\delta^a, \delta^b} \left\{ u(t, q - 1, x + s + \delta^a, s) - u(t, q, x, s) \right\} A e^{-\kappa \delta^a} + \left[ u(t, q + 1, x - s + \delta^b, s) - u(t, q, x, s) \right] A e^{-\kappa \delta^b}
\]

For \( q = Q \),

\[
0 = u_t + \frac{\sigma^2}{2} u_{ss} + \max_{\delta^a} \left\{ u(t, q - 1, x + s + \delta^a, s) - u(t, q, x, s) \right\} A e^{-\kappa \delta^a} \]
For $q = -Q$,

\begin{equation}
0 = u_t + \frac{\sigma^2}{2} u_{ss} + \max_{\delta_b} \left\{ u(t, q + 1, x - s + \delta_b, s) - u(t, q, x, s) \right\} A e^{-\kappa \delta_b}
\end{equation}

with the terminal condition:

\begin{equation}
u(T, q, x, s) = -e^{-\gamma(x+qs)}, \quad \forall q \in \{-Q, \cdots, Q\}.\end{equation}

The optimal spreads are given by

\begin{equation}
\delta^{bs}(t, q) = \frac{1}{\kappa} \log \left( \frac{v(t, q)}{v(t, q + 1)} \right) + \frac{1}{\gamma} \log \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma}{\kappa} \right) \quad q \neq Q
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\delta^{as}(t, q) = \frac{1}{\kappa} \log \left( \frac{v(t, q)}{v(t, q - 1)} \right) + \frac{1}{\gamma} \log \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma}{\kappa} \right) \quad q \neq Q,
\end{equation}

where $v(t, q)$ is an ansatz satisfying

\begin{equation}
u(t, x, q, s) = -e^{-\gamma(x+qs)}v(t, q)^{-\frac{\gamma}{\kappa}}.
\end{equation}

The asymptotic result is that

\begin{equation}
\lim_{T \to \infty} \delta^{bs}(0, q) = \frac{1}{\gamma} \log \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma}{\kappa} \right) + \frac{1}{\kappa} \log \left( \frac{f_0^q}{f_0^{q+1}} \right)
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\lim_{T \to \infty} \delta^{as}(0, q) = \frac{1}{\gamma} \log \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma}{\kappa} \right) + \frac{1}{\kappa} \log \left( \frac{f_0^q}{f_0^{q-1}} \right)
\end{equation}

where $f_0 \in \mathbb{R}^{2Q+1}$ is an eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix $M$ defined by

\begin{equation}
\begin{bmatrix}
\alpha Q^2 & -\eta & 0 & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & 0 \\
-\eta & \alpha (Q-1)^2 & -\eta & 0 & \ddots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \vdots \\
0 & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & -\eta & \alpha (Q-1)^2 & -\eta \\
0 & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & 0 & -\eta & \alpha Q^2 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\end{equation}

with $\alpha = \frac{\gamma}{2} \sigma^2$ and $\eta = A \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma}{\kappa} \right)^{-(1+\frac{\gamma}{\kappa})}$. We refer to Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 in [30] for more detail.
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